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What is digital marketing
in real time?
Good marketing is all about understanding people’s motivations & using these insights
to create campaigns to promote brands & encourage people to buy their products. With
digital marketing it is the creative elements combined with the latest technology that is
used to achieve successful results.
As people continue to spend increasingly more time on their electronic devices - they
start to rely on technology to provide their primary source of real time communication &
information. With this evolution marketing has transformed in order to ensure a client’s
brand has maximum exposure & connects with their customers, whilst staying one step
ahead of the competition. Real time digital marketing works across social media, display
advertising & e-commerce platforms.
These days a successful marketing department needs to combine creatively, using powerful narratives to connect with people’s needs & aspirations - with the technical side of
data, digital engineering & analytics. This strategy motivates brands to have real time
conversations with people as they interact with websites and mobile apps.

How does social media work?
Social media is a collection of interactive digital media platforms which you are able to use
to enhance your advertising by to fit your business’s unique DNA. The media mix takes
into account your industry, client profile, market location, competition, size of business &
budget. With this information marketers are able to create posts that promote your brand
through advertising campaigns & generic advertising.

For more information please
contact us
064 906 0420
082 741 3801
info@allkreations.co.za
www.allkreations.co.za

Social media is fast becoming one of the most important aspects of digital marketing
which is able to successfully promote brands &
reach a worldwide customer base. It offers
massive cost effective advantages for
start-up & well established businesses.
Regularly updating your marketing
strategy will lead to increased
traffic, brand awareness, better
SOE, create brand loyalty
and marketplace awareness.

Reasons to use social media for
your business
Cost effective

Increase traffic

Social media is a cost effective marketing tool that will give you ongoing interaction with your target market, which
will generate increased sales & continue
to improve your market share.

One of the benefits of social media is
that it increases traffic to your website.
The average internet user uses 144 minutes per day on social media, which
gives your business the opportunity to
connect with users through the power
of content. Captivating content gives
users the motivation to view your website. The more quality content you share
the more inbound traffic and conversations you will generate.

Marketplace awareness
Take note of the dialog you have with
your customers as their input is a great
free marketing tool & the key to the ongoing success of your brand. They’re
telling you exactly where your brand
needs improvement & what new elements they would like to see introduced.
There communications also form the
backbone of market trends & will help
you develop new marketing strategies
to increase your market share. The customer input will also give you a good
indicator of where your brand has an
advantage over your competitors.

Better SEO
SEO is short for Search Engine
Optimization.
SEO is used by targeted key words that
index to your business online. Effective
Social media & digital marketing
increases your SEO online.
SEO is the process of optimising & refreshing your digital media design &
content in order to assist you in boosting your companies ranking within
search engines. Strategically developed
websites assist in increasing your organic search engine results.

Social media marketing
trends 2020
Social media is far from static and therefor market trends come & go very quickly. Previously successful strategies may not produce the same desirable results today. It is therefore important to keep up the dialog with your customers to predict where the market is
heading next. However some old market trends reinvent themselves & are revived - they
may go back to the styles & look of a certain era.

Brand awareness &
Loyalty
People feel comfortable with what
they’re familiar with & generally are
sceptical of trying something new.
Brand loyalty is created by a sense of
trust. One of the tools to persuade user
that you have a good quality brand
that’s reliable & cost effective is through
brand awareness. The more frequently
you endorse these selling points the
faster people get to know your brand &
give you positive reviews that assist in
attracting new customers.
Search engines like Google, scan your site
looking at design & content elements to
help them determine what types of topics
your website discusses & how user friendly
the site is. This process helps the search engine deliver more relevant & useful search
results to the user. The better your online
presence appears to the search engine,
the more likely they will be to recommend
your website or social media post to the
user when they look for keywords that are
relevant to your product or service.

Market trends are in part determined by the global economy, traditional cultural shifts,
habit changes and new technologies. All of this influences how people react to social
media marketing, as well as how marketers are able to reach their audience. It is therefore
imperative that a business stays ahead of the curve when it comes to Digital marketing.
Doing so gives you the right tools at your disposal to develop marketing strategy that will
take full advantage of new market trend.
Digital marketing is all about networking & communication.
This is what a few of the leading experts in social media
market trends predict for 2020.

How do we start?
Choosing the right partner
Firstly, you need to select a well-established, full marketing & advertising
agency that specialises in digital marketing & social media advertising.
Secondly ensure they have experience in other related marketing & adverting products. For example, developing a company’s corporate image
that will be effective throughout all forms of marketing and advertising
- from stationary, vehicle signage, billboards, staff uniforms – the list is
endless.
The agency you are looking for should have a professional team of strategists, researchers, graphic designers, copywriters, web developers,
digital media planners & analysts.

Change you’re mind set
Think of digital marketing as a new and exciting business venture &
remember they are partnering with you as part of your team.

Getting to know each other
The first meeting with your agency is a bit like a first date. You are
starting to get to know each other & there will be many questions. On
your part, tell them about your company, not just the facts and figures,
but also about your team dynamic which makes up a very important part
of the company’s unique DNA. Also, be open about what budget you
can realistically afford for the next 6 months to a year, so that agency can
structure a marketing proposal & strategy accordingly.

Trust the professional
Allow your agency to analysis the information they have gathered which
will enable them to structure a fully thought out tailor make & marketing
strategy that will fit your agreed budget.
“Rome wasn’t built in a day,” so don’t expect a new marketing strategy
to generate a huge response in the first few weeks. It usually takes
between 3 and 6 months to see a significantly positive growth pattern.
However you should get regular feedback from your agency on how
things are progressing.

Start from the foundations and build up
It is always better to start small in social media and build a solid and
lasting foundation - then build on additional modules as the company
grows. It creates a positive market response from customers when they
see your brand growing steadily.

Why a marketing & advertising
concept is important
The definition of “concept” in marketing & advertising terms is abstraction, hypothesis,
idea, image, impression, notion, theory, view.
The concept is the backbone of a business’s public image that supports all aspects of the
company’s marketing & advertising. Using multimedia platforms to expose a concept gives
the end user the subliminal tools to quickly identify & support your company rather than
your opposition in a crowded market sector.

How is a concept created?
Developing a successful concept strategy begins by your marketing & advertising agency
analysing the client’s company dynamics, the product market sector, future market trends
& the target market socio-economic profile. Armed with all the information the conceptual
team of marketers, copywriters & designers work together to create a cutting edge concept that reflects the company’s unique DNA profile.

Where will the concept be applied?
A concept portrays your company’s image, ethos & acts as a primary spokesman - for example in your logo, corporate image, branding & advertising media platforms.

Should a concept change?
A concept is never constant
as it’s influenced by the
dynamics of internal &
external circumstances – just
like people. Your concept
once established, must never
loose sight of the company’s
unique DNA - but it has to be
flexible enough to change &
develop as the business
evolves & grows.

What is website design?
The benefits of a hand code website rather than using a
page builder
Firstly, you need to select a well-established, full marketing & advertising agency that
specialises in digital marketing & social media advertising. Secondly ensure they have
experience in other related marketing & adverting products. For example, developing a
company’s corporate image that will be effective throughout all forms of marketing and
advertising - from stationary, vehicle signage, billboards, staff uniforms – the list is endless.
The agency you are looking for should have a professional team of strategists, researchers,
graphic designers, copywriters, web developers, digital media planners & analysts.

A site should work on all screen sizes
Having a website that works on all screen sizes (not just mobile, tablets, laptops and
desktops as well) is vitally important. Google now uses a mobile first strategy in their search
rankings, if your site doesn’t work on mobile then you will rank much lower than your competitor whose site does work on mobile.
The biggest reason for a mobile friendly site is simply that mobile use is sky rocketing,
latest usage figures show that mobile has overtaken desktop use in many categories.

Website SEO
Search Engine Optimisation (SEO) is the process of
increasing the quality and quantity of website traffic
by increasing the visibility of a website or a web page
to users of a web search engine.
When we create a website we use tools to improve
the SEO score of each page.
However, do not be fooled, getting a website
to be SEO compliant is not a magic wand,
there is still a lot of work to be done especially
on Social Media to drive traffic to your site.
Having engaging content and regularly
written blog or news posts also helps with
search ranking. It is an ongoing process.

CSS3 Animation
Why would you want to use animation on your site?
Well it gives your site some movement so it is not a completely static experience for the
user and user experience is key to keeping them on your website and making contact with
you.
Basic CSS3 animation uses simple effects such as elements that slide into view when you
scroll down a page. As with everything in life, less is more, subtle use of animation improves the user experience and will increase user engagement. Overuse leads to a poor
user experience as well as a slow loading site.

Website Maintenance and Security
All Kreations base all of our website on WordPress, it’s easy for you, the client to use and
offers a number of plugins that add functionality. But just like your car, a website needs
regular maintenance to keep it in tip top condition. We offer a monthly maintenance and
security package to all our clients.
It offers the following:
• Hardening of the site with security plugins to stop most hacking (we will never 		
guarantee that it can’t happen but that’s why we do a regular full site backup).
• 24/7 security monitoring.
• Weekly full site backups, including the database
• Monthly updates to the WordPress core
• Monthly updates to all plugins.

Why is it important to keep a website updated?
If your site is kept up to date with the latest versions of the software we use,
then there is a statistically proven reduction in the likelihood of your site
being hacked.
Outdated software combined with not having a security and backup
strategy will ensure that your site will get hacked and then you
are left with having to get your entire website rebuilt,
which will cost far more than keeping the site
updated in the first place.

What is copywriting?
Copy is the “hidden persuader” in advertising – it brings a concept to life by being informative but at the same time evoke an emotional response in the readers mind that will
trigger a positive reaction to the client’s brand. Professional copywriting is a critical service
that many companies are turning to when they convert to digital media marketing & advertising to help increase traffic, followers, leads, & conversions.
A professional copywriter helps a client clarify what they want to say – in
other words “it’s not what you say but the way you say it”. Copywriters
“think out of the box” to create persuasive, remarkable content that
resonates with the end users & drives up sales. Good writing is at the
heart of great brands & is the engine of great campaigns.
A professional copywriter should have the experience to be able to
write copy for all types of market sectors from retail, hospitality &
commercial to technical, medial & industrial.
A good copywriter should also be qualified & have the skill to
write great copy on many marketing & advertising platforms –
digital & print advertising, social media advertising, websites,
brochures, advertorials, editorial features, blogs, e-mailers,
TV & radio advertising, press releases, presentations, company
& brand slogans, in-house magazines & newsletters.

Why does my brand need a copywriter?
With an ever increasing number of the worlds population having access to
the internet - the traditional forms of sales & marketing are dwindling rapidly,
in favour of more convenient digital “real time” methods. (Over 65% of internet
users around the world head to search engines to research products they want
to buy before buying). The style of copywriting has adapted & evolved to become
a key player in the success of brands in this highly competitive & busy digital marketplace.

How does a copywriter know
what to write?
A professional copywriter works closely with
the agency’s research & concept teams – which
gives them a good starting point. The copywriter also takes into consideration what media platforms are being used. For example if
they are writing Facebook or Instagram posts
the copy needs to attract immediate interest in
very few words, whilst Linkedin needs to be just
as punchy but with a little more information.

When writing a website a copywriter need to maintain the viewer’s attention – which means
they must get across what they want to say fast & better than anyone else. (According to
some of the latest statistics the average web user leaves a website page in less than 20
seconds & reads only 20% of the first page). So first impressions do count.

Will professional copywriting help increase our brand
ranking?
Through high quality content creation, SEO
optimisation, unique topics & a bulletproof
strategy a copywriter can develop a plan of
ranking by using a set of key words or topics. (Key words are strong active words that
trigger the end users to have a proactive response to a brand). By incorporating these
trigger words skilfully within the copy it will
grown brand awareness, sales conversions
& brand loyalty.

Do we need to choose a full
marketing & advertising
agency?
Most client assignments require specialists in more than
one discipline – so a copywriter is usually only one of a
cohesive team that help build a great brand. It makes sense
from a budget & logistics point view to appoint an full agency
rather than randomly select a group of freelancers & expect them to
successfully work together. With an agency your have all your disciplines
under one umbrella & you only pay for the services you require for each brief.

What is graphic design?
Graphic design is the craft of creating visual content to communicate messages that generate a reaction. Applying visual hierarchical & page layout techniques, graphic designers
use a mix of typography & images to meet a client’s specific brief.

What are the benefits of digital graphic design?

The term “graphic design” originated in the 1920’s print industry & covered a range of
visually driven designs including logo creation, advertising & public awareness messages.
With the introduction of mobile devices worldwide, graphic design has now become predominantly digital.

Conventional print graphic design appears as a flat two dimensional image that the viewer
usually only sees at a future date. Digital graphic design is created to attract the end user
through “real time” marketing & advertising graphics. With digital your graphic image appears more vibrant, clear & three dimensional than print because of the pixels. It can also
incorporate movement & sound into the design which increases the viewers sensory input
experience.

Why do we need a professional graphic designer?
A professional graphic designer is crucial when creating a company’s logo, corporate identity & developing a successful brand as these concepts reflect a business’s unique DNA. A
graphic designer will then incorporate these elements in the design of a client’s digital advertising, social media advertising, website graphics, brochures, digital albums, stationary,
posters, digital flyers & vehicle decal design.

How is graphic design used as a marketing & advertising
tool?
Although most graphic design these days is digital & entails interactive software, it still
revolves around the age old principals that strike the right proactive cords with users from
the first glance.
They say “a picture can speak a 1000 words” & graphic designers uses visual psychology
to achieve a positive reaction by taking into account the following design considerations:
• Symmetry & balance, pattern & flow
• Proportions
• Colour association, typography & image

Why graphic designers use psychology
Colour theory & the right combinations of colour are vital to not only, attract a specific
market sector but also to meet the end users expectations. For example blue shows reliability & stability that suits the financial sector, whilst red generates an proactive immediate
response to a brand or situation.
Typography is an integral part of graphic design & the choice of typeface style must work
with the image to reinforce the overall reaction. The choice of typeface & the size of the
type contained within graphics should match the tone. For example a san-serif font generates a happy/excited emotion.
The choice of image is vital - whether it’s a photo, painting, cartoon or abstract graphic, it
sets the mood & prepares viewer for what to expect within the contents. If it’s not what they
want to see they will immediately move on.

How do graphic designers come up with image ideas?
They usually work with a team of copywriters & marketers to develop a concept for a client based on the company’s unique DNA, brand & market sector. These criteria give the
designer a visual direction. For example if the end user market follows the latest trends
the image can be a striking graphic conceptual photo or picture, with a brand overlay. On
the other hand, a brand that focuses on it’s long lasting reliability & efficiency requires that
focuses on the product, with a background image to place the brand in context.
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